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CARTAN SUBALGEBRAS OF BANACH-LIE ALGEBRAS
OF OPERATORS

HϋMBERTO R. ALAGIA

A method to determine the Cartan subalgebras of certain
real Banach-Lie algebras of operators is described. The
algebras in question are the real, simple, separable, infinite
dimensional L*-algebras, realized as algebras of Hilbert-
Schmidt operators.

1* Introduction* Banach-Lie algebras appear in many different

contexts. One particularly interesting class of examples is provid-
ed by L*-algebras, first studied by Schue ([7], [8]). An L*-algebra
L is a Lie algebra (over the real or complex field) whose underly-
ing vector space is a Hubert space together with a "star map"
x H+ x* satisfying the condition ([x, y], z) — (y, [x*, z]) for every x,
y, zeL. Here <,> denotes the inner product in the Hubert space
L and [,] the product in the Lie algebra L.

If L is a finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra over the
complex field, then every compact real form LQ of L determines a
structure of L*-algebra. Indeed, if σ denotes the conjugation of L
with respect to Lo define an inner product by (x} y) = B{x, σ(y)) for
every x, yeL, where B is the Killing form of L, and set #* = — σ(x).
Then it is easily checked that (L, (,}, *) is a complex L*-algebra.

Infinite dimensional examples are provided by the associative
iϊ*-algebras of Ambrose [1], considered as Lie algebras by setting
[x, y] = xy — yx.

An L*-algebra is semisimple if its center is {0}. This paper is
concerned with infinite dimensional, separable L*-algebras which are
moreover simple (i.e., do not contain any closed ideals different from
{0} and L). For all definitions and basic facts of the general theory,
see [7], [8], [5].

Let £ίf denote an infinite dimensional, separable complex Hubert
space. The set L^^f) of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators on £έf has
a structure of L*-algebra, where <,> is the usual inner product de-
fined on L^Sίf} and the ^-operation is the operation of taking the
adjoint of an operator T. This L*-algebra will be denoted by LA;
it is a simple L*-algebra of type A and all other simple L*-algebras
are isomorphic (up to a multiple of the inner product) to a (real or
complex) L*-subalgebra of LA. In particular LB and Lc will denote
the simple, complex L*-algebras of type B and C respectively, con-
sidered as subalgebras of LA. For details see [7], [3], [4], [10].

In the following list L denotes a simple complex L*-algebra (LA9
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LB or Lc)t θ an involutive automorphism of L and L the real form
associated to θ. θπ is the automorphism of L defined by T -+UTU-1

and ψj is the automorphism of L defined by T —> —JTJ'1. (Concern-
ing the group Aut(L) of automorphisms of an L*-algebra see [3],
[4], [10].) All the operators act on the fixed Hubert space 3(?.

Type A.
L = LA = {T: T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 3ί?\.

AI : θ = <pj9 J fixed conjugation on £έf
L = LAI = {T e LA: TJ = JT)

All : θ — ψj, J fixed ant icon jugation on ^g^
L = 2/Aii ~ {ϊ7 6 Z/4: 2V = e/Γ}

AIΠ: θ = θUf U unitary operator on 31?, U2 = /,
^ ^ + = {x e J^ 7 : ί7ίc = x) dim ̂ g^+ = w, n ^ 1 or infinite.

L = LA I I I ( Λ ) = {ΓeL/. T * ί 7 + C7Γ = 0}

Γj/pe B.
Jc denotes a fixed conjugation on Si? and
L = LB = {TeLA: T*JC + J^T = 0}

BI : θ = θσ, U unitary operator on 3ί?9 UJG = JCU, U2 = 7
dim ĝ̂ "̂ = 7i, w ̂  1 or infinite

L = LBUn) = {TeLB:T*U+ UT = 0}
BΠ: 0 = 0 ,̂ ?7 unitary, C//07 = JCU, U2=-I

L = LBΠ = {TeL*: T*ί7+ ?7T = 0}

Type C.
J α denotes a fixed anticonjugation on
L = Lc = {TeLA: T*Ja + JaT - 0}

CI : θ = θUf U as in BΠ
L = LCI = {ΓeL ( 7 :T*t/+ C7Γ = 0}

CΠ: θ = ̂ , i7 as in BI
L = Lcπ(w) - {T e Lc: Γ* U + £/T = 0}

Now let L be a semisimple L*-algebra and Aut(L) its group of
L*-automorphisms. If L is complex and finite dimensional a clas-
sical result states that any two Cartan subalgebras are conjugate
under Aut(L). The result does not hold for real Lie algebras but
still there is only a finite number of conjugate classes ([6], [9]).
For complex, infinite dimensional, separable L*-algebras it is shown
in [2] that any two Cartan subalgebras of a simple L*-algebra of
type A or C are conjugate, whereas in type B there are two con-
jugate classes (a consequence of the fact that in infinite dimensions
the classical Cartan types B and D coalesce).

This paper concerns the determination of the Cartan subalgebras
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in real simple L*-algebras up to conjugacy under the full group of
L*-automorphisms. Using the realizations listed above, the problem
reduces to the determination of Cartan subalgebras of L*-algebras
of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, which are commutative families of
compact normal operators. Thus the problem is amenable to treat-
ment by elementary operator theory techniques.

The method can be applied more generally to other Banach-Lie
algebras of operators as pointed out in [5]. The reader is referred
to this work as a general reference to the whole subject.

Since the actual determination of the Cartan subalgebras be-
comes rather tedious and repetitive, the details will be restricted
mainly to algebras of type A. This will be sufficient illustration of
how the method works. In the other cases, the results will simply
be listed.

2* ^-eigenvalues and automorphisms* Let ^ be a real abelian
Z/*-algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators acting on the complex
separable infinite dimensional Hubert space £%f. Let §* denote the
space of all bounded linear functionals on the real Hubert space ty
and let (ψ)c denote its complexiίication. The elements of (£)*)c are
of the form μ — a + iβ, with a, βeψ. {ψ)c is the space of all
bounded ^-linear maps μ:§—>C.

An element μ e (ψ)c is said to be an ^-eigenvalue if the closed
subspace of J%f

£έ?μ = {x e 3ίf\ Hx = μ(H)x Viίeΐ)}

is ^{0}. ^fμ is the corresponding ̂ -eigenspace.
The existence of ^-eigenvalues follows from the spectral theorem.

In fact, § is a commutative set of compact normal operators acting
on £ίf and thus can be simultaneously diagonalized.

PROPOSITION 2.1. The Hilbert space <^ admits the direct sum
decomposition into orthogonal §-eigenspaces 3(f — Σ^ έ%fμ where μ
ranges over the whole sequence of ^-eigenvalues. Each subspace
§^μ is ^-invariant and finite dimensional, except possibly when
μ = 0.

Proof. If μ is an ^-eigenvalue then μ(H) is an eigenvalue for
the operator H, for all He§ and Sίfμc^fμm) = iϊ-eigenspace cor-
responding to μ(H). If λ is another ^-eigenvalue with μΦX choose
H such that μ{H) Φ X(H). Then ^fμ{H) and βέ?λ{H) are mutually
orthogonal. Thus ^fμ and £(?χ are mutually orthogonal. Since Sίf
is separable, there are at most countably many ^-eigenvalues. Each
eigenspace is finite dimensional (except possibly if μ = 0) because
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every Heί) is a compact operator. •

Consider the decomposition ί) == ί)+ + i r where ί)+ = {H: H* = —H}
and fr = {if: H* — H) the so called "^-decomposition" of I) as sum
of its "toroidal" part ί)+ plus its "vector part" f)~ (see [9]). Then for
an ^-eigenvalue μ, μ(H) is real if He§~ and μ{H) is purely imagin-
ary if Heψ.

An ^-eigenvalue μ Φ 0 is said to be real (resp. imaginary) if
μ($)c:R (resp. μ(fy)c:iR). If μ is neither real nor imaginary it will
be called complex.

Consider an automorphism σ of the L*-algebra LA of all Hilbert-
Schmidt operators on Sίf and let \ = σ(Jj). Then \ is also a real
abelian L*-subalgebra of LA. The unitary operator σ induces an
orthogonal map (again denoted by σ), σ: ί) —» §x, which in turn induces
a linear map (j*: (^f)c-> (^*)c defined by σ*(μ') = /<Όflr, for ^'e(ί»f)c.
It is easily verified that σ* is a norm-preserving isomorphism.

It is known that the automorphisms σ of LA can be of one of
the following types:

( 1 ) σ = θσ:T >UTU~1, ( 2 ) σ - φy. T > -JTJ~ι

where U is a unitary operator on ^f and / a conjugate unitary
operator (see [3], [4], [10]).

For i ϊeί) let H' = σ(JΪ) 6 ^ and for an ^-eigenvalue μ', let
/ί - σ*(^')

First assume (1) holds; then H'= UHU"1 and if y e 3(fμ,, HU~ly =
[/-^V - U-^\H')y = μ'iH'W-'V = μf°σ{H)TJ-χy =
i.e., HfJJ^y) = (̂£Γ)C7"1?/. Hence ^ is an ^-eigenvalue and

If (2) holds a similar argument shows that
. Thus, — μ is an ^-eigenvalue and ^ = J

To unify the notation, σ* will denote either σ* or — σ* accord-
ing to whether σ — θσ or ?v respectively and μσ = σ*(μ) for an
ΐ»reigenvalue μ. Thus one has the following

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ^ he a real abelian L*-subalgebra of LA

and let σ eAut(LA). Then the map μ\-+ μσ establishes a one-to-one
correspondence between σ(b)-eigenvalues and ^-eigenvalues. If
denotes the σ($)-eigenspace corresponding to μ then £%?σ = U~λ

or J~x3$fμ according to whether σ = ΘΌ or φJf respectively. More-
over μ is real (imaginary, complex) if and only if μσ is real (im*
aginary, complex).

Given t) as above, let k (resp. p, s) denote the number of real
(resp. imaginary, complex) ^-eigenvalues. Then § is said to be of
type (h, p, s). One has 0 ^ fc, p, s ^ oo and since £ίf is infinite dimen-
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sional at least one of &, s or p is <*>.

ACOROLLARY 2.3. Let § be a real abelian L*-subalgebra of L
and let σeAut(LA). Then ΐ) and ΐv = (j(ί)) are both of the same
type. In other words, the type of ί) is an invariant of conjuga-
tion under the group Aut(LJ.

3* Cartan subalgebras of real L*-algebras of type A* Let J
denote a fixed conjugation on 3tf and let L = {TeLA: TJ^JT}. The
elements of L are called J-real operators. If Jg=? = {x e £ίf\ Jx — x]
then 3έf0 is a real Hubert space and £ίf = έ%% + i££%. An ortho-
normal basis for 3ίf^ is also an orthonormal basis for Sίf'. With re-
spect to such a basis, L can be realized as the set of all Hilbert-
Schmidt matrices with real entries. This is a real form of type
AI.

Let I) be a Cartan subalgebra of L. The problem is to deter-
mine the conjugate class of § under the group Aut(L). Let μ be
an ^-eigenvalue and let x e £(?μ, x Φ 0. Then

HJx = JHx = Jμ{H)x = μ(H)Jx V H 6 ί) .

Since Jx Φ 0 it follows that μ, defined by μ(H) = μ(H), is an
t»-eigenvalue and that Sίfμ = J£έfμ.

Next notice that μ Ξ= 0 is not an ξi-eigenvalue. Indeed, let
Ker ί) = {xe£έf\ Hx = 0 Viίe §}; this a closed subspace of ^ ^ which
is £) and J-invariant. If Ker ί) Φ {0} consider the orthogonal decom-
position Sίf = Ker ϊj + (Ker ή)1. Any J-real operator T Φ 0 and vani-
shing on (Ker f))1 commutes with § and does not belong to Ij. Since
§ is maximal abelian, this is a contradiction. For each ^-eigenvalue
μ set ^ = Sffμ + ^ ^ . If μ Φ μ, this is an orthogonal decomposi-
tion, lί μ — μ, μ is & real eigenvalue and &μ = Jg^. It follows
that ,^« is a closed subspace of £ίf', invariant under § and /. In
particular

with &μ* = ^ Π ̂ ? . Since /̂  = 0 is not an ί -eigenvalue, 2ίfμ is
finite dimensional. Hence dim* &μ — dimc ^ ι is finite for all μ. &μ

is even dimensional except when μ is real. Furthermore if T is
any J-real operator and x e Sίf^ JTx = TJx = Tx. In particular &*
is ^-invariant. Combining these observations with Proposition 2.1,
one obtains an orthogonal decomposition of the real Hilbert space

= V(3.1)
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into ^-invariant finite dimensional subspaces, where μ ranges over
the whole sequence of ί)-eigenvalues.

If μ is a real eigenvalue then any He§+ (i.e., H skew-symmetric)
vanishes on &μ and hence on < «̂0. It follows that the restriction
of any He§ to &μ is a scalar matrix μ(H)I(relative to any basis).
Assume that dim &μ > 1; then any operator Φ 0 en <^J which is
diagonal on &μ, but not a multiple of the identity, and ΞO on
(&μY commutes with ΐ) but does not belong to ϊ). This contradicts
the maximality of ί). Therefore, if μ is real, dim &μ = 1.

If μ is complex (neither real nor imaginary), consider the re-
striction of ϊj to the finite dimensional Hubert space &μ. This is a
commutative set of normal operators; hence there is an orthonormal
basis of <%μ relative to which the matrices of Hefy, restricted to
&μ° consist of 1/2 dim &μ diagonal blocks of the form

(3.2) Γ h

[_ —α h
where £) = μ(H~)eR, a—±iμ(H+)eR. A maximality argument as
above shows that there is only one block. Hence, dim <%}μ = 2, when
μ is complex.

Finally, if μ is imaginary, 6 acts on &μ as a commutative set
of skew-symmetric operators. Again there is an orthonormal basis
relative to which the restrictions of He ί) to &μ consist of diagonal
blocks as above but with h = 0, a= ±μ(H)eR. But this situation
is imposible since any operator =0 on (&μ)

ι

f with a matrix like the
above on &μ but with nonzero diagonal, would commute with ί).
Hence, there are no imaginary ^-eigenvalues.

Let λ range over all real eigenvalues and μ over all complex
ones. Then the decomposition (3.1) can be rewritten:

with dim &* = 2, dim ^ ° = 1.
The type of § (see § 2) is (ft, 0, s) with 0 <; fc, s ^ oo and at least

one is oo.
Construct an orthonormal basis of <%% by taking a unit vector

in each &λ°9 X real, and an orthonormal basis of ^?Λ for each com-
plex μ such that each i ϊe ί) restricted to this subspace has the
form (3.2). This is also an orthonormal basis of Sίf and by means
of this basis Jj is realized as an algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt matrices.
The form of the matrices is determined by the pair (fc, s) according
to the following possible cases:

(a) 0 <£ s < oo, k = oo. By suitably ordering the eigenvalues,
write
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(3.4) ^ = Σ &l + Σ &ι\
3=1 J j=2s + l J

and construct an ordered orthonormal basis as described above.
Then I) consists of matrices with s diagonal blocks of the form (3.2)
and an infinite diagonal (h2s+1, ). The maximality of 1} implies
that ί) consists of all such matrices with real entries.

(b) 0 <ί k < °°, s = oo. In this case, construct the basis accord-
ing to

Σ <%ί(3.5) ^ = Σ .^l + Σ ί
3=1 " j=k+l

Hence 6 consists exactly of all matrices with real entries, beg-
inning with a finite diagonal (hl9 , hk) followed by infinitely many
diagonal blocks of the form (3.2).

(C) k = oo, 8 = oo. P u t

(3.6) sίf, = Σ -^Λ + Σ -<%l
3=1 3 3=1

and obtain a basis relative to which § consists of all real matrices
with two diagonal infinite blocks, the first consisting of infinitely
many diagonal blocks of the form (3.2), the second an infinite dia-
gonal matrix.

Each of the matrix realizations obtained depends only on the
type of ί). Such a matrix realization will be called a standard
matrix realization of ί) and the associated orthonormal basis of 3Z%
will be called compatible with §.

THEOREM 3.1. Two Cartan subalgebras £) and 1/ of L are con-
jugate under the group Aut(L) if and only if they are of the same
type.

Proof. Assume £) and I)' are of the same type. Let Φ and Φ'
be bases of £έf0 compatible with ίj and Ij' respectively. Then the
corresponding matrix realizations are identical. Let U be the uni-
tary operator of ^f defined by Uφ0- = φ'h φά e Φ, <p'ά e Φ\ Since U
leaves ^ ^ invariant, UJ = JU. Therefore the automorphism of
LA, θσ: T —> UTU~ι leaves L invariant. Thus, its restriction to L,
again denoted by θσ, is an automorphism of L. Obviously θυ(^)= ί)\

Conversely, let <xe Aut(L) be such that fy = σ(§). Extend σ to
an automorphism of LΛ, again denoted by σ. It follows by Corol-
lary 2.3 that I) and 1/ are of the same type. Π

If § is of type ( ^ 0, s) it follows from case (a) above that
dim I)+ = s. Hence
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let § and 6' be two Cartan subalgebras of L
satisfying dim §+ — dim §'+ < oo. Then § and ty are conjugate
under Aut(L).

The real forms of type All can be dealt with in a similar
fashion. It turns out that any Cartan subalgebra is of type (0, 0,
oo). Theorem 3.1 is valid in this case and hence any two Cartan
subalgebras are conjugate under Aut(L). This result also holds for
finite dimensional real simple Lie algebras of type All ([9]).

The real forms of type AIΠ present some interesting new fea-
tures. Let U be a unitary involution of έ%f, i.e., U is a unitary
operator with U2 — /. Then 3ΐf admits the orthogonal decomposi-
tion

S(T = J^u+ + ^Tu~

with Sifu"" = { x e ^ : Ux = ±x). The involutive automorphism θv of
LA gives rise to the real form

Lu^L^ {TeLΛ: T*U + UT = 0}

of type AIIL If V is another unitary involution of Sίf, then Lσ

and hv are conjugate under Aut(LA) if and only if either
( i ) dim <%^+ = dim £i?v+ and dim ^fv~ = dim

(3.7) or
(ii) dim ^T^ = dim ^rv- and dim ^fu~ = dim

(see [3], [4], [10]).
Since Lυ == L-υ it may be assumed without loss of generality

that dim ^ίfu^ — °° Hence Lσ and Lv are conjugate if and only if
dim 3%u~ = dim ^g^~.

For each n ^ 0 or n = oo let U be such that dim ^g^~ = n; then
{IΆIIK*) = Lσ: n^O or oo} gives a complete set of representatives
of conjugate classes of real forms of type AIIL (If n = 0, U = J
and Ltf is the "compact" real form of 1^. We shall assume U Φ I.)

Let I) be a Cartan subalgebra of L — Lv and let μ be an
ίj-eigenvalue. Since HU— — UH* for all Hefy, one has

This shows that μ defined by μ(H)— —μ(H*)9 is also an I>eigenvalue
and

Since for every ^, μ(H) — μ(H*) one has μ(H) = —μ(H), i.e.
μ——μ. In particular μ — μ \ί and only if μ is imaginary. Thus,

(3.8) .$?,!

is a closed subspace of ^^-invariant under £) and i7. This is an
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orthogonal decomposition, unless μ is imaginary in which case <%}μ =
έ/θμ — C7O μ

Since <%μ is [/-invariant, there is an orthogonal decomposition

where

First notice that an argument similar to that used in case AI
shows that μ = 0 is not an ^-eigenvalue.

If the eigenvalue μ is not imaginary there exists ff e £r such
that μ(H) Φ 0. In this case H: &μ+ —> &μ~ is an isomorphism.
Indeed, any self-ad joint TeL maps ^g^+ into 3ffΌ~\ it follows that
He ί)- maps ^ , + into &μ~. This maps is 1:1. Let v e &μ

+ and write
v = x + 2c according to (3.8). Then ϋ ^ = μ(H)x+β(H)x = μ(H)(x — x).
Hence Hv = 0 if and only if x — x — 0, i.e., if and only if v — 0.

To see that H is onto let w e &μ- and write w = y + y, ac-
cording to (3.8). Set v — {ljμ{H)){y — y), then ve&μ and flv = w.
One can easily check that Uv — v and so v e ^ + .

Therefore d i m , ^ = 2dim^ J U

+ = 2 dim .^u~, is βvβw ΐf μ is

Using that ĝ̂ ^ = f/Jg ,̂ choose an orthonormal basis of &μ,
Φμ = {φ, : 1 ^ j ^ 2g}, 2g = dim ^ , such that ^>g+i = Uφ, 1^ j ^q.

If ί ί e ^ + , then Hφj = μ{H)φh 1^ j ^ 2q. On the other hand
if

H φ q + j = - μ ( H ) φ q + j , l ^ j ^ q .

Define a new orthonormal basis of , ^ , ?Γ̂  = {α/r̂  : 1 ^ i ^ 2g} by

An easy computation shows that, if

and that if

for 1 ^ & ̂  g.
Moreover

Therefore relative to Ψμ the matrices of the restrictions of H
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to <%μ consist of q diagonal blocks of the form

h a~
(3.9)

— a h

with h = μ(H+), a — iμ{H~), whereas the matrix of U consists of
q diagonal blocks of the form

(3.10)
Ό 1

1 0

Then the maximality of ί) implies that q — 1, i.e., dim^« = 2.
Remember that this is valid under the assumption that μ is not
imaginary. Using this one concludes easily that there are no real
eigenvalues.

If μ is imaginary, then &μ — Sίfμ = Sίff and it can be easily
shown that dim &μ = 1.

Summing up, there is an orthogonal decomposition

<ar = Σ ^

where μ ranges over all ^-eigenvalues complex and imaginary and
where the subspaces &μ are § and U-invariant and dim £%μ — 2 if
μ is complex, dim &μ — 1 if μ is imaginary.

Assume now that dim3ίfu~ — n<°°. Since &Ό~ J_&λ~ if the eigen-
values μ, λ are different and since ,^~c^g^~ one has: Σ
dim Sίfjj- = n.

By the preceding considerations, if μ is complex then dim &μ~ =
1/2 dim &μ = 1. Thus the number s of complex eigenvalues is <Ln
and any Cartan subalgebra is of type (0, ©o, s) where s ^ n. The
number q = n — s is the number of imaginary eigenvalues v such
that &~ - ^ c j ^ - .

Proceeding as in the case AI one can construct a "compatible
basis for Ij" of the Hubert space Sίf relative to which § consists of
all matrices in L beginning with s diagonal blocks of the form (3.9)
followed by an infinite diagonal (hs+1, •••)> all entries being imagin-
ary numbers. Relative to the same basis the matrix of U consists
of diagonal blocks of the form (3.10) followed by an infinite diagonal
( —1, , —1, +1, +1, •) where the number of (-l) 's is n — s.

THEOREM 3.3. Two Cartan subalgebras § and ΐ)' of a real form
of type AIII(w), 0 < n < °o, are conjugate under Aut(L) if and only
if they are of the same type.
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Proof. The "only if" part follows from Corollary 2.3. Conver-
sely assume that § and §' are of the same type. Let Φ and Φ' be
orthonormal bases compatible with ί) and §' respectively. Let V be
the unitary operator of £έf mapping Φ onto Φ'. The corresponding
automorphism θv of LA maps § onto §'.

It remains to check that θv leaves the real form L invariant.
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the matrices of
U relative to Φ and Φf are identical. Π

It follows that the conjugate class of I) is completely determin-
ed by dim Ij~ = s ^ n.

COROLLARY 3.4. Two Cartan subalgebras of a real form L of
type AIII(w), 0 < n < °°, are conjugate if and only if dim §- =
dim ί)'~ ̂  n. There are exactly (n + 1) conjugate classes.

4* Cartan subalgebras of real forms of type AIII(°o)φ Unlike
the real forms AIII(w), the conjugate classes of Cartan subalgebras
in the case AIII(oo) are not completely determined by their type.
The difficulty arises from the fact that the ( —l)-eigenspace of the
defining unitary operator is infinite dimensional.

In this case dim έ%fv~ = dim Sίf^ = °°. Proceeding as in the case
n < DO, one obtains an orthonormal basis of £έf and a corespond-
ing standard matrix realization of a Cartan subalgebra ΐ). This re-
alization is completely determined by the type of §. But in this
case the number of complex eigenvalues can be arbitrary, finite or
infinite.

If ί) is of type (0, °oy s), s < °°, the matrix of U relative to Φ
has necessarily infinitely many —1 in the diagonal. Thus it is com-
pletely determined by the type of I). However, if ί) is of type (0,
p, oo), with p finite, the matrix of U relative to Φ has as many
— 1 in the diagonal as subspaces &v are contained in ^fv~ (v imag-
inary eigenvalue).

To handle this case consider the orthogonal decomposition.
£έf = Σ , ^ + Σ*&μ> where v (resp. μ) ranges over all imaginary
(resp. complex) ^-eigenvalues. One has dim ^ « + = 1 = dim &j~9

d i m ^ = 1 and ^ c ^ ^ * . Call an imaginary eigenvalue v positive
(resp. negative) if , ^ c ^ ^ + (resp. &va£ίfu~) and write v > 0 (resp.

If ί) is of type (0, p, β), then

(4.1) p — p+ + p"

where p+ (resp. p~) is the number of positive (resp. negative) im-
aginary eigenvalues. These three numbers p, p+, p~~ can be arbit-
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rary, finite or infinite.
Let £ίfx be the closed subspace of £lf defined by

(4.2) ^ t = Σ .ίSfl = Σ &* + Σ &v.
v v>0 KO

t is invariant under ϊj and Ϊ7; set E/i. = £7UV

Let £)' be another Cartan subalgebra of L of type (0, p\ s').
Denote by a (resp. β) the imaginary (resp. complex) ^'-eigenvalues.
Then as in (4.1),

(4.3) p' = p'+ + p'~

and set

(4.4) ^ = Σ ^ = Σ &a + Σ ^
α α>0 α<0

is invariant under I) and U; set Ϊ72 = ί7|^,.

LEMMA 4.1. The notations being as above assume that ί) and ί/
are o/ ίΛ,e same type (0, p, s). Let p — p+ Λ- p~ •= pr+ + p'~. // one
of the following two conditions is satisfied

(a) p+ = p'+ and p~ = p'~
(b) p + = pf~ and p~~ = p p +

then ί) α-̂ c? ί/ are conjugate under Aut(L).

Proof. Let Φ and Φ' be orthonormal basis of £ίf compatible with
ί) and §' respectively. If (a) holds then the matrices of U relative
to Φ and Φ' are identical. Then the proof of Theorem 3.3 is valid
in this case and I) is conjugate to I)'.

If (b) holds, let W be an involutive unitary operator on Sίf
satisfying WU= - UW. Then W maps Jg^+ onto ^fv~ and S^r onto
^g^+. (The operator T7 can be constructed since dim ^g^+ = dim ^g^".)
It follows that the automorphism 6V of L^ leaves L invariant. Thus
& = <V(ίO is a Cartan subalgebra of L of type (0, p, s). The condi-
tion WU= — C/W implies that p+ = pr and p~ = px

+. By (b), p'+ = pi
and p'~ = pf and, by the first part of the proof, 1/ and \ are con-
jugate. Therefore § is conjugate to ί/. Π

Let ί) be a Cartan subalgebra of L of type (0, p, s). The signa-
ture of £) is the (unordered) pair {p+, p~}. Notice that if p is finite,
the signature of § is the signature of the Hermitian form UΊ on
the finite dimensional Hubert space Sίfx.

Lemma 4.1 shows that if E) and §' are of the same type and
have the same signature they are conjugate. This condition is also
necessary, as shown below.
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Let σ be an automorphism of LA such that
(1) σ($) = V;
(2) σ leaves L invariant.

By Corollary 2.3 ΐ) and I)' are of the same type (0, p, s).
Assume that σ = θVy V an unitary operator on έ%f. The follow-

ing arguments also hold with minor modifications if σ = φJf J a
conjugate unitary operator.

According to Proposition 2.2 each imaginary l/-eigenvalue a is
mapped into an imaginary l>eigenvalue v — aσ such that έ%fv —
V-\£έ?a). Therefore .^Pα = F ( ^ ) and the operator V maps the
subspace ^ onto Sίf2 ((4.3), (4.4)). In particular Sίfx and ̂  have
the same dimension p <Ξ oo. For i = 1, 2 set

Lt = {TeL2(^): T*Ui + U,T = 0}

where L2(βέ?t) is the set of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators on
If p = oo, Lt is a real simple separable L*-algebra of type AΠI.
If p < oo? then

&L, = {ΓGI/,: trace ϊ7 = 0}

is a real simple Lie algebra isomorphic to $u(p+, p~) (resp. %n(pfJr', p'~))
the Lie algebra of the special unitary group on ̂ %t relative to the
Hermitian form Z7t.

PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume that ίj and ψ are conjugate under
Aut(L). Then they are of the same type and have the same signa-
ture.

Proof. The only thing to prove is that I) and I)' have the same
signature. The algebras Ll9 L2 defined above can be naturally iden-
tified with the subalgebras of L

and T = 0 on J ^ } , i = 1, 2 .

With this identification Lx and L2 become L*-subalgebras of L and,
if p < oo, so do &Lχ and 3L2.

The automorphism 0F maps Lί isomorphically onto L2. Indeed,
assume that Γ ( ^ ) c ^ and Γ = 0 on ^gt1. Since V is unitary
and maps <§£* onto Jgt it follows that S = VTV~ι leaves Jgt in-
variant and vanishes on ^gf1.

Thus if p = o^, Lι and L2 are isomorphic real I/*-algebras of
type AIΠ. By (3.7) it follows that ί) and fy have the same signa-
ture.

On the other hand if p < oo? ev sets up an isomorphism between
§Li and §L2. By a well-known result, the signatures of U1 and ί72
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are equal. •

5* A summary of other results*

Type B. As remarked in the introduction, the complex
L*-algebra LB has two conjugate classes of Cartan subalgebras. If
I is a Cartan subalgebra of LB and if Ker | = {H e %: Hx = 0 Vx e ^f\
then either (I) dimKerίj> = 0 or (II) dim Ker ^ = 1 . According to
whether (I) or (II) holds, % is said to be of type I or II respectively
([2]). If $ is a Cartan subalgebra of a real form L of LBf let %
denote its complexiίication. Then Ker Ij = K e r | and ί) is said to be
of type I or II according to the type of §. It follows easily that
if Ijlf §2 are Cartan subalgebras of L such that %lf | 2 are not conju-
gate under Aat(LB), then §lf £>2 are not conjugate under Aut(L).

If L is a real form of type BI and § a Cartan subalgebra then
μ = 0 is a an ^-eigenvalue if and only if § is of type II. Accord-
ingly § can be of "type I-(&, p, s),, or "ϊl-(k, p, «)".

Let U be the unitary involution defining the real form L; for
each n >̂ 1 or infinite there is a real form determined by dim £^σ- = n.

If n is finite the determination of the possible ^-eigenvalues
leads to the conclusion that there are necessarily infinitely many
imaginary eigenvalues and only a finite number of real and complex
eigenvalues. One obtains a standard matrix realization of ί) which
depends only on its type (I — (fc, °°, s) or II — (k, °°, s)). Two Cartan
subalgebras are conjugate under Aut(L) if and only if they are of
the same type.

Ifn= oo f dim £$fu~ — °° and it turns out that the values of
fc, p, s can be arbitrary finite or infinite. This forces an analysis
similar to the one in case AIΠ(°°) which takes into account the
number of imaginary eigenvalues v such that the subspaces &y =
Sίfμ + Sίfμ <^.£έfu~- The signature of a Cartan subalgebra can be simi-
larly defined. Two Cartan subalgebras turn out to be conjugate if
and only if their types and signatures are equal.

For real forms of type BΠ one shows that μ Ξ= 0 cannot be an
eigenvalue for a Cartan subalgebra §. Moreover there are no real
eigenvalues and any § is of type (0, ooy s) with s < <*> or (0, p, °o),
p < oo. Again two Cartan subalgebras are conjugate under Aut(L)
if and only if their types are the same.

Type C. For a Cartan subalgebra of a real L*-algebra of type
C, μ = 0 cannot be an eigenvalue.

If L is of type CI, then a Cartan subalgebra § is of type (&,
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p, s) where the numbers k, p, s can be arbitrary finite or infinite
(subject to the condition that at least one of them be °°). The
conjugate class of ϊj is completely determined by its type.

If L is of type CΠ then one must distinguish two cases accord-
ing to whether dim 3$fυ~ = n < °o or dim ^g^~ = °°.

In either case there are no real ^-eigenvalues.
If n < ©o, the conjugate class of ί) is completely determined by

its type. If n = ©o one proceeds analogously to cases AIΠ(°°) and
BI(oo) defining the signature of §. The type and signature constitute
a complete set of invariants of the Car tan subalgebra.
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